Subject Line: Oppose BOS File 201284

Dear San Francisco Board of Supervisors,

Please oppose the amendments to the CEQA appeals process in San Francisco. Allowing a city department to proceed without a rigorous environmental review may lead to long lasting environmental damage. This legislation will affect thousands of acres of San Francisco City owned properties - our parks, streets, the Port properties, the airport, and SFPUC lands all will be put at risk. Once this precedent has been set, it may be used to argue for extending the same practice to private projects.

This legislation also raises barriers to the public's participation in environmental review by requiring 50 signatures for certain types of public projects. Forcing residents to find 50 neighbors to sign a CEQA appeal is burdensome to all San Franciscans, especially underserved communities trying to protect their neighborhoods through an accessible CEQA process.

Over the last five years, CEQA appeals in San Francisco comprised only 0.5% of all categorical exemptions. In addition, no figures have been provided that show this is a financial burden for a City budget of over $13.7 billion. In fact, the impact of environmentally-damaging projects can be much more costly in the long run, both in terms of remediation and, even more importantly, in terms of impacts on human and environmental health.

No one can predict the kinds of projects that will be proposed in the future. Even one bad project can do severe environmental damage. The best way to protect the City and its residents from environmentally damaging projects is to maintain a consistent and rigorous CEQA process accessible to all San Franciscans. To do this, the Board of Supervisors should reject this legislation.
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